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WEDNESDAY LOTTO
Draw 4017: 18, 41, 10, 40, 
17, 34. Supps: 5, 36.
Div 1 prize pool: $1m; 
Provisional prize pool: 
$1,701,908.26.
OZ LOTTO
Draw 1391: 13, 11, 38, 43, 
20, 39, 8. Supps: 6, 3.
Div 1: $1,251,386.05; Div 2: 
$53,141.30; Div 3: 
$3125.95; Div 4: $323.40; 
Div 5: $44.80; Div 6: 
$25.55; Div 7: $14.95.
tatts.com/tattersalls

Please note: small versions 
have larger TM symbols 
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TODAY
MIN 17
MAX 25
Cloudy, very high chance of 
showers in the afternoon 
and evening
TOMORROW
MAX 19
Possible shower
SATURDAY
MAX 19
Showers
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REVOLUTIONARY pace-
makers that have no wires
have been successfully im-
planted into the heart of a pa-
tient in Melbourne in a world-
first procedure. 

The exciting milestone —
the work of cardiologists at
Monash Health — used two
already available wireless devi-
ces to rejig the heart’s rhythm,
without the need for leads to
be connected into the heart.

It’s the first time the pace-
makers have been used in tan-
dem to create the response and
as a first, not final, option. 

Jeffrey Alison, who heads
the Cardiac Rhythm Manage-
ment research team at Monash
Heart, hopes the pioneering
procedure will become a “good
alternative" for helping pa-
tients with extreme types of
heart failure.

“This is sort of a bit of a leap
into the future to where pacing
may go,” Dr Alison said. “It’s a
proof of concept that we can
achieve very complex inter-
ventions without having to put
any leads inside the heart.”

Current standard practice
for patients who need a pace-
maker is an implant connected
via three permanent leads, or
wires, that pass through a pa-
tient’s veins and into the heart.

In some cases where this
has failed, or where there’s a
risk of infection, a pacemaker
without leads is later used. 

Last month, via keyhole
surgery, Dr Alison and his
team successfully trialled the
use of two leadless devices. 

Their patient, Monique
Neu, 24, was the first person in
the world to have the double
procedure, which placed one
device in her right ventricle
and another, about the size of a
grain of rice, in the left. 

This tracks the activity of
the atrium, where the heart’s
normal rhythm originates, and
then the devices can be used to
restore Ms Neu’s heart beat to
normal — which is done via a

technique known as cardiac re-
synchronisation therapy.

Ms Neu, of Frankston, said
she was “so grateful” to have
had the procedure after she
had serious heart conditions,
including cardiomyopathy and
heart failure, diagnosed when
she was 13.

“I have a lot more energy, I
don’t run out of breath as
much as I used to and I just feel
more alive,” she said. 

“I feel very lucky to have
had this procedure done, be-
cause it literally saved my life.”

Dr Alison said while the

procedure was specific to peo-
ple with a certain type of heart
rhythm abnormality, it had the
potential to help others — par-
ticularly young people — who
needed long-term pacing. 

“It’s two devices that have
been developed for separate
indications and we’ve brought
them together for this specific
occasion,” Dr Alison said.

“It’s not for everyone with
heart failure, but (for some) we
can have a huge impact on pa-
tient outcomes. It’s really
pleasing.”
alanah.frost@news.com.au

FROM PAGE 1
As previously reported by

the Herald Sun, mediators
were called in last year to settle
a dispute over early overruns
between the builder and the
state government, with fears
longer-term blowouts would
amount to $3bn. 

The new deal won’t stop the
consortium contracted to build
twin 9km tunnels and five new
underground stations putting
in further claims if they arise. 

The consortium for the
$6bn project includes Lend-
lease, John Holland, Bouygues
Construction, John Laing and
Capella Capital. 

A government spokeswom-
an said the team building the
project was “making amazing
progress in difficult
circumstances” and the end re-
sult would “deliver more
trains, more often”. 

“Mega-infrastructure pro-
jects around the world face
challenges that they have to
work through with their con-
tractors — this is no different,”
she said.

“Discussions with the con-
tractors are continuing.” 

Members of the consortium
who were contacted declined
to comment. 

The expensive settlement
comes at a tricky time for the
Andrews government, with
costs on other projects also
under pressure and a budget
black hole caused by the
COVID-19 crisis. 

The Herald Sun recently re-
vealed taxpayers would also
shell out hundreds of millions
of dollars for disposing of toxic
soil found on the site of the
$6.7bn West Gate Tunnel. 

That project, which will link
the West Gate Freeway to
CityLink, has been crippled by
delays caused by the soil,
which contains traces of an in-
dustrial chemical called PFAS,
and asbestos.

Industry sources say the
main contract for the Metro
rail tunnel project was under-
valued. 

Opposition transport infra-
structure spokesman David
Davis said Infrastructure Min-
ister Jacinta Allan should be
held to account for the stuff-
up. “Jacinta Allan is the most
incompetent infrastructure
minister in Australia,” he said. 

“Everything she touches
has blown out, is behind time
or is botched — or a combin-
ation of those.”

An extra 
$2bn on 
tunnel bill

Heart ‘first’ puts 
Monique in synch
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Monique Neu, 24, with her world-first wireless pacemaker. Picture: DAVID CAIRD

Crown denies ‘blind eye’ to laundering
A SENIOR Crown Resorts
executive has conceded a lit-
any of serious failures by the
casino operator relating to al-
leged criminal activities, but
insists it wasn’t deliberately
turning a blind eye.

Deputy chairman John
Horvath, previously a personal
physician to the late Kerry
Packer and chief medical offi-
cer of Australia, made a series
of admissions at the Indepen-
dent Liquor and Gaming
Authority inquiry on Wednes-
day.

The authority is determin-
ing whether Crown is fit to
hold a gaming licence for a
$2.4bn NSW development
nearing completion after
media claims the company had
facilitated organised crime and
money laundering.

Footage surfaced of a man
unloading big wads of cash
from a blue cooler bag at a
counter inside a room set aside
for Suncity, Macau’s biggest
junket operator, at Crown Ca-
sino in Melbourne.

Junket operators identify
high-roller gamblers, often
known as VIPs, and make ar-

rangements for them to travel
to certain casinos, often by of-
fering inducements such as
free accommodation and
transport.

The casino must report all
transactions more than
$10,000 to financial crime
regulator AUSTRAC within 10
days, but counsel assisting
Naomi Sharp said “massive
transactions” in the Suncity
room in Melbourne had not
been reported.

Ms Sharp asked Professor
Horvath, who has been on
Crown’s compliance commit-
tee, if he had been made aware

that $5.6m was found during
an audit of the Southbank
room in April, 2018, and he re-
plied he had not.

“Why wasn’t Suncity shut
down at this time by Crown?”
she asked.

Professor Hovarth said he
could not speculate on the rea-
son.

She suggested the large
amounts of cash were “red
flags for money laundering”,
which he agreed with but he
could not agree that Crown
had turned a blind eye to it.

The inquiry continues.
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